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ELEPHANT AT A REUNION
ITEMS NEEDED:
Elephant costume
Drinks
CHARACTER BREAKDOWN: 3M/2F
CHARACTERS:
Announcer
Sam- An elephant
Jerry, Kate, and Ellen- Old classmates of Sam’s
ANNOUNCER: And now, why elephants would be no fun at your class reunion.
Jerry and Sam enter.
SAM: Hey, Jerry Baker, good to see you. You still got that scar from the time you fell off
the monkey bars?
JERRY: Sam Cooper, boy you never forget a thing.
SAM: I’m an elephant. I never forget.
JERRY: Hey, remember the time when Mrs. Carmichael got sick in class?
SAM: When she gave us all the flu and we got to miss a week? Oh, that was great.
JERRY: And remember the time in PE when we were playing kickball—
SAM: And Wendy Jensen kicked the ball into the coach’s face? Oh that was great.
JERRY: Remember the field trip to the museum when—
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SAM: When Rodney Danielson’s mom knocked over the mummy? Oh man, that was
great.
Kate walks up.
KATE: Hey, you two.
SAM: Hey, Kate Keller. Remember the time you freaked out during the spelling bee and
ran out of the school screaming? Oh man, that had to be so embarrassing.
KATE: Yes, it was. Thank you for bringing it up.
SAM: I’m an elephant. I never forget.
JERRY: Kate, do you remember when Sam and I—
SAM: Wrapped up some old comic books for Kenny Blankenship’s birthday presents?
Oh that was funny.
KATE: I remember how we all—
SAM: Used to swap Little Debbie’s at lunch. Oh boy, I loved a Star Crunch.
KATE: Hard to finish a story with this guy.
JERRY: Tell me about it.
SAM: I can tell you.
KATE: That’s okay, don’t bother.
JERRY: You know the fun of these reunions is reminding each other of all the silly
things we used to do.
SAM: You don’t need to remind me. I’m an elephant. I never forget. Like the time Jerry
spilled lemonade all over his pants, and the time Kate set her science project on fire.
Ellen enters.
ELLEN: Hello, Sam. Remember me?
This is awkward.
SAM: Ellen Baker. Of course, I remember you.
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ELLEN: Remember how you stood me up for the dance in seventh grade?
SAM: Why no, I don’t remember that at all.
JERRY: Why not, Sam?
KATE: Yeah? How could you forget to pick up Ellen?
ELLEN: Or forget that you forgot to pick me up?
SAM: Would you guys excuse me?
Sam runs off.
ANNOUNCER: This has been, why elephants would be no fun at your class reunion!
End.
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